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ABSTRACT: Nowadays, the development of multimedia technology has resulted in the rapid growth of digital
images and more and more digital images are available. It has become an urgent problem to efficiently retrieve
images which can better meet the users’ requirements based on semantic. The description of semantic features for
images becomes an issue in multimedia processing. In this paper, we propose novel methods which describe
semantic of color, texture and shape features, and propose a method of image retrieval based on three features of
color, texture and shape. Firstly, we extract low-level color feature using the method of sub- block, and then apply
OCC model for describing the color semantic; Secondly, we use Canny operator to obtain the edge information of
image in order to extract low-level texture feature of image, and then applied the improved Tamura model for
describing the texture semantic; Thirdly, BP neural network is used to map from low-level features to high-level
semantic features; Finally Zernike moment is used to extract shape features and image retrieval is implemented with
three features. Choosing Corel image database as testing image database, experiments achieved good effect
compared with the method only based on color semantic feature. Experimental results show that the proposed
method is capable of meeting the users’ retrieval requirements and can lay a good foundation for solving “semantic
gap” problem between low features and high semantic features.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the development of multimedia technology and the explosive growth of acquisition devices of image, more
and more image data are created and stored. Nowadays, image data are nearly as common as textual data. Being
faced with huge image data, it is becoming harder and harder that user wants to find what they want through the
existing search engines. Furthermore, the search results are not just satisfied as one wish. Image data carry rich
semantic information, but the current image retrieval technologies are mostly based on the low level visual features
and cannot efficiently reflect instinct semantic. Therefore, the importance of semantic-based retrieval has increased
with the growth of users’ demands. Initially text-based method [1,2] was used to retrieve image database, which
used traditional database to meet the requirements of image retrieval through setting description information like
keywords for each image as the index of image. But the text information of a few images was difficult to describe,
and different people had different understanding for the same image, which resulted in ambiguity of the description
information of text and could not achieve satisfactory retrieval results. So researchers proposed content-based image
retrieval (CBIR) method1,2, which regarded the feature vector of the image as the index according to the
information such as color, texture, shape and spatial relationships of objects and mainly did similarity query for
multidimensional image features. The technology of content-based image retrieval combined achievements of three
fields on image processing, image recognition and database, mixed image understanding technology, provided more
efficient retrieval ways. At present, content-based image retrieval has made a lot of achievements at home and
abroad. All kinds of new technology emerge in an endless stream; Some well-known academic journals have special
to introduce CBIR; application on CBIR also has made the preliminary achievement and got widely attention and
support from society; And many prototype systems about image retrieval have appeared in the Internet, of which the
most famous systems are QBIC developed by IBM and Visual SEEK developed by Columbia University. Their
application fields involves multimedia database, electronic library, trademark management, medical image
management, public security system, satellite image management and so on.
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Nevertheless, content-based image retrieval has still many problems to be solved. The initial goal of content based
image retrieval is to measure similarity between the images according to the content of images so as to achieve the
image retrieval. The content of the image should be users’ understanding and recognition for the image, namely the
high-level semantics, and not merely the low-level visual features. In fact, the traditional low-level visual features
cannot express semantics of images in an even better fashion because users judge the similarity of images not only
by low-level visual features (color, shape, texture etc.), in ideal circumstances, but mainly by image semantics. So
semantic-based image retrieval based on content arises in recent years which has become the key to solve the
problem of semantic gap between image semantics and visual features. Image semantic includes spatial semantic,
object semantic, scene semantic, behavior semantic and emotion semantic in which emotion semantic is the most
senior semantic, usually uses adjectives to describe it and relates to the human cognitive model, cultural background
and aesthetic standards etc. Because of the richness of information in the image and diversity of people’s subjective
factors (experience, attitude, target etc.), the research on image emotional retrieval is very difficult. At the same time,
the research on image emotional retrieval closely relates to people’s visual emotional information processing, is a
core area of realizing information technology of "people oriented", and has important theory significance.

This paper extracts color, texture and shape features of images from the perspective of image semantic
understanding, and maps low-level color and texture features to high-level semantic features with the help of the
machine learning algorithm of superior performance to retrieve images, and experiments proved that it could
improve the retrieval efficiency.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: related work is discussed in Section 2, Section 3 presents the
method of low-level visual feature extraction in detail, Section 4 provides details about the method of semantic
feature extraction, semantic mapping and similarity computing are proposed in Section 5, Section 6 is simulation
experiments and Section 7 concludes the paper.

RELATED WORK

Image retrieval techniques include text-based retrieval, content-based retrieval and semantic-based retrieval.
Text-based image retrieval technique represents image features using the method of text description. Its advantages
are: using mature text retrieval and search engine technology, conforming to people's search habits and being simple
to achieve. But it cannot meet user's retrieval requirement of original image feature information because of poor
annotation accuracy. Content-based image retrieval system analyses and retrieve image according to the visual
content of image (color, texture and shape etc.). It can achieve automatic extraction and storage of image features by
computer. L. He et al. [3] proposed the hierarchical model of image content which is shown in Figure 1.
Content-based image retrieval system uses the second layer feature to retrieve image. It compares color, texture and
shape features of images using the inherent physical information of images and has been widely applied in the
following special fields: fingerprint recognition, trademark retrieval and medical image retrieval etc. because some
image features of these fields are easier to identify (for example, the texture is the same for the same fingerprint).
However, the daily collected images often come from different fields and we cannot capture the common points. If
we still retrieve images using content-based image retrieval system, the effect is far from satisfactory. Most
experiments on content-based image retrieval system have shown that low-level visual features often fail to describe
the high-level semantic concepts in user’s mind though many complicated algorithms have been designed to
describe color, shape, and texture features so as to model image semantics [4-5]. Therefore, the performance of
content-based image retrieval is still far from user’s expectations. Semantic-based image retrieval is to make the
ability of retrieving images using computer to achieve the level of people’s understanding. In Figure 1, semantic is
located in the third layer, the difference between the second layer and the third layer is called "semantic gap" by
many scholars. Semantic-based image retrieval is more convenient for users as it supports query by keywords or by
texture. Therefore, to support query by high-level concepts, content-based image retrieval systems should provide
good support in bridging the “semantic gap” between numerical image features and the richness of human semantics
[5, 6].

In recent years, image semantic learning technology is introduced in the image retrieval system [7-12]. People are
usually more interested in the object of the image, rather than the whole image. Therefore, most image semantic
learning algorithms are based on the target region. That is to say, the first step is image segmentation in order to
obtain target object; The second step is to calculate the digital features of object; And the last step is to extract the
image semantics. Literature 7 deeply discussed and analyzed various technical aspects of image semantic learning
technology and compared the advantages and disadvantages of various algorithms. Image semantic learning
algorithm can be divided into five categories: relevance feedback, common sense and ontology knowledge, image
template, machine learning technique and the fusion of image visual features and text information. Most commonly
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used method is machine learning methods to obtain the image semantic, including support vector machine, neural
network, K-nearest neighbor algorithm, etc. [7]. These researches still continue in recent years. In literature 13, the
user firstly selected interested region, then extracted various features of the selected regions, and then constructed
the corresponding classifier respectively, finally integrated results of each classifier and obtained search results.
Literature 5 combined image template with decision tree to learn 19 kinds of natural images. ER lab members of
Singapore Nanyang Technology University successfully use ontology knowledge and neural network technology to
extract semantics for specific types of image (terrorist activity) [14]. The K-nearest neighbor algorithm was applied
to classify a group of images in literature 15. Combined with the analysis of salient region and aimed at participating
in feedback for users, literature 16 learned the interesting query target concept for user using the manifold-ranking
algorithm. With the increase of image database, the researchers also design complex algorithms to extract the
semantic features of images. But the researchers found that sophisticated multi-task learning algorithm [21-22] lost
the advantage in large-scale image database retrieval, on the contrary, some simple algorithms were proved more
suitable, such as Nearest Neighbor Search [23], Least Square Regression [24], label tree, and semantic hierarchy
[17-20] etc.. Literature 17 constructed hierarchical structures using the semantic relations of various kinds of images
and put forward an algorithm called APPLET for semantic learning. Trained and tested data sets came from the
ILSVR2010. The tested data showed the validity of the proposed algorithm. Literature 18 proposes an improved
label tree algorithm which could learn classifier of each tree node while determining tree structure and improved the
accuracy of image classification compared with traditional label tree algorithm. Nevertheless, the accuracy of
existing semantic learning algorithm needs to be further improved when to be used for the actual large-scale image
database retrieval.

Figure 1. The hierarchical model of image content.

Most methods above used one or two kinds of feature to retrieve image database, which resulted in the search
accuracy was not high. This paper proposes a method which uses various features to realize retrieval and the
retrieval results show that the degree of user satisfaction greatly improves. In the paper, we use classical algorithms
to extract the common low-level visual features (color, texture, shape) of image, describe their semantics, and apply
BP neural network for high-level semantic mapping, finally use three kinds of features to retrieve image database in
accordance with the sequence of color, texture and shape. The experiments proved that the proposed method
effectively improves retrieval accuracy. The retrieval diagram is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Image retrieval frame.

LOW-LEVEL IMAGE FEATURE EXTRACTION

Image feature is the original features or attributes of images, and the basic image features is the natural features
which are able to be felt by human vision and are called low-level image features, such as regional brightness,
contour, color or texture etc.. Low-level image feature extraction is the basis of image retrieval systems. The results
of Image feature extraction can give features which may distinguish an image from other images, such as texture
feature of describing gray change of object surface, shape feature of describing object shape. Color, texture and
shape features are the basic features of the target of the image.

Color Feature

With respect to the geometrical features, color has certain stability and very strong robustness to change of noise,
size, resolution and direction. In many cases, the color is the most simple and effective feature for description of an
image and the resolution of people’s eye to color images is much higher than that to the black and white images. So
the information color images carry is far greater than the gray images and color feature extraction is very important
in image retrieval. The most commonly used method of image color feature extraction is to use the global color
histogram. Most low-level color feature extraction algorithms put forward by scholars are based on the global color
histogram, but it can't reflect the user's attention to the different regions of the image due to not contain the
information of space distribution of the image, which sometimes result in the search results are quite different from
users’ requirements. However, the effect of most image segmentation algorithms is not very good and color feature
extraction based on region can't achieve the desired effect. In view of the above reasons, this paper presents a new
block-based thought which extract the main color of each block as the color feature of the image.

Selection and quantization of color space

RGB is the common representation of color space, but the difference between it and people’s perception is larger,
and the HSV color space can better reflect the human perception of color [10]. Therefore, this paper chooses HSV
(Hue, Saturation, and, Value) as working space.

For HSV color space, the human visual system is more sensitive to Hue compared with Saturation and Value. So we
quantize HSV space as follows: H is quantized unequally into 7 parts, SV is divided into the black, gray and color
area, and gray and color areas are further quantized. When v∈［0，0.2), it represents black area and l=0; when s∈
［0,0.2］and v∈［0.2,0.8), it represents grey area and l=|（v－0.2）×10|+1; when s∈［0,0.2］and v∈(0.8,1.0］,
it represents white area and l=7; when s∈(0.2,1.0］ and v∈(0.2,1.0］, it represents color area.
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The total is 36 kinds of color (according to the following equation: L=4H+2S+V+8 [10], L is a
one-dimensional feature vector). This quantitative method has some advantages: such as more suitable for
human vision, being able to reduce the redundancy of color, can, applicable of gray surface and easy to be calculated
etc..

Sub-block strategy

In order to obtain the spatial distribution information of color, images are often segmented. Since image
segmentation algorithms are complex and the segmentation effect is not very ideal, the researchers often adopt the
thought of sub-block. Frequently-used block strategy is to divide the image uniformly into m × n blocks. But the
method can’t stress main body of middle part of image, is easy to divide main body into different blocks, and
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undermines its integrity. Most important of all, it does not take into account the relationship between each block.
Therefore, this paper uses a novel sub-block method of image based on overlap blocks. It is shown in figure 3.

M11 M12 M13 M14

M21 M22 M23 M24

M31 M32 M33 M34

M41 M42 M43 M44

Figure 3. Image block layout.

The steps are as follows:

(1) An image is divided into 4 x 4 sub-blocks. Where: A={M11}, B={M14}, C={M41}, D={M44},
E={M12,M13,M22,M24}, F={M32,M33,M42,M43}, G={M21,M22,M31,M32}, H={M23,M24,M33,M34},
I={M22,M23,M32,M33}.

The above method makes the central part of the image be surrounded 3 times and 4 angles of the image just be
surrounded 1 time, which not only guarantees integrity of the image but also highlights the main body of the image
to a certain extent.

(2) Allocate different weights n to different image blocks. Because the weights directly affect the accuracy of the

algorithm, the weights should be decided based on the characteristics of image. The middle part of image is usually
the main part of the image and is allocated the higher weight; edge part is allocated the smaller weight. In this paper,

the weight is determined according to the method of area division: Firstly, count the number ijC of sub-blocks of

each overlapped block when overlapping blocks; Secondly, calculate the total number
4

,
ij

i j

C C of appeared

sub-blocks; Finally calculate the sum of number ( , , , )kC k A B I L of sub-blocks of each overlapped block;

Then weight is defined as n
n

C
C  .

Low-level color feature extraction
This paper extracts the main color of the image as a low-level image color feature. The main color is the color that
appears frequently in the image and plays an important role in the expression of semantic information of the image.
Therefore the main color can be regarded as the color feature of the whole image. The steps are as follows:

(1) Segment the image according to above sub-block strategy;

(2) Calculate color histogram for each sub-block, and extract the color of owning the largest pixel in color histogram
as the main color of sub-block, and take it as the color feature of the block;

(3) Calculate the color feature of the whole image according to weight set.

Texture Feature

Texture feature is to calculate corresponding statistical values from the texture image and quantify the gray level
features of internal texture. Texture feature contains important information about the arrangement and organization
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structure of object surface and their relationship with the surrounding environment, and reflects the gray change
property of images. The texture feature usually has relationship with position, size, shape, and has no relationship
with the average gray level (brightness). The main purpose of texture feature extraction is to convert space structure
differences of random texture or geometry texture to feature difference of gray value and use some mathematical
models to describe the texture information, including the degree of smoothing, sparse, systematicness, etc.. Firstly,
Canny operator is used to extract image edge, and then low-level texture feature of image is obtained in the paper.

Image edge extraction

Edge detection is very important for image understanding because the edge is the boundary line of the target and the
background to be extracted and is the most significant change part of the local image change. The Canny operator is
a kind of optimal edge detection operator. It has the following advantages: low error rate, high positioning accuracy
and reducing false edges. The specific steps are as follows:

(1) Smooth the image Using Gauss filter. The convolution between the original image and the Gauss smoothing
filter is:

2 2

22
2

1( , , )
2

x y

h x y e 




 (1)

Assuming that ( , )g x y is a smoothed image, the smooth of image ( , )f x y with ( , , )h x y  is expressed as:

( , ) ( , , )* ( , )g x y h x y f x y (2)

Where: * represents convolution.

(2) Calculate gradient magnitude and direction using the first order finite partial derivatives. Having been smoothed
image ( , )g x y can use 2×2 first order finite difference approximation to calculate the two arrays '( , )xf x y and

'( , )yf x y of derivatives of x and y :

'( , ) [ ( 1, ) ( , ) ( 1, 1) ( , 1)] / 2x xf x y G f x y f x y f x y f x y         (3)

'( , ) [ ( , 1) ( , ) ( 1, 1) ( 1, )] / 2y yf x y G f x y f x y f x y f x y         (4)

Calculate average value of the finite difference in the2 × 2 square in Figure 4 so that we can calculate the gradient of
partial derivative of x and y in the same point of the image. The magnitude and azimuth can be calculated
using transformation formula from Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates:

2 2[ , ] ( , ) ( , )x yM x y G x y G x y  (5)

[ , ] arctan( ( , ) / ( , ))x yx y G x y G x y  (6)

Where: [ , ]M x y reflects the edge intensity of an image, [ , ]x y reflects the direction of edges.

xG yG

1 -1 -1 -1

1 -1 1 1

Figure 4. 2 × 2 template.

(3) Non maxima suppression of gradient magnitude. It is not sufficient to determine the edge only by global gradient.
Therefore, points of the local gradient maximum must be retained and non maxima must be inhibited in order to
determine the edge. The gradient angle is dispersed one of the four sectors of circumference so as to use 3 × 3

app:ds:systematicness
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window to do inhibit operation. The labels of the four sectors are 0-3 corresponding to four possible combinations of
3×3 neighborhood. It is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of non maxima suppression.

For every point, if the gradient value of the center pixel [ , ]M x y of neighborhood is less than the value of two
adjacent pixels along the gradient line compared with two pixels along the gradient line, [ , ] 0M x y  .

(4) Detect and link edge using double threshold algorithm. Two thresholds of 1th and 2th for non-maximum
suppression image, the relationship is 2 0.4 1th th . In this paper, high threshold 1th is 0.7, low threshold 2th
is 0.28 according to the literature 25.

Figure 6 is an example of edge detection of Canny operator.

Figure 6. An example of edge detection of Canny operator.

Low-level texture feature extraction

Because wavelet transform has good local performance in both time domain and frequency domain and its
resolution in the space-time domain can adjust with the change of frequency: coarse in low frequency and fine in
high frequency, can focus on any details of the object to be measured, this paper use two-dimension wavelet
decomposition method of wavelet transform to extract low-level image texture feature.

The main texture features of images are generally contained in the high frequency component of the original images
which is the detail images of meta-images. So this paper extracted energy ( , )E i j of each sub-image as texture
features:

2

1( , ) ( , )
(2 1)

j ni n

k i n l j n

E i j w k l
n



   


   (7)

Where: ( , )E i j is feature value of pixel ( , )i j , ( , )w k l is the ( , )k l th wavelet coefficient which takes the
pixel point ( , )i j as the center and the window size of which is (2 1)*(2 1)n n  .

Shape feature

When people observe an image, the first thing they note is the object in the image. Therefore, extracting the shape
feature of the image also has very important significance for image retrieval. Zernike moment is orthogonal function
based on Zernike polynomial. It has the advantages of invariance of image rotation and strong anti-noise ability. It is
adopted to extract the shape feature of image in the paper. The formula of calculating Zernike moment nmZ (plural)
is:

1 2 3

8 4

7 6 5
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1 0
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Where: nmC is real part of Zernike moment nmZ , nmS is imaginary part of Zernike moment nmZ , n is
positive integer or zero, m is positive integer or negative integer ( n m is even and n m ), ( )nmR  is
radial polynomial of pixel point ( , )x y of image ( , )f x y , max( , )r x y , =2 /r N ( N N is the
size of image ( , )f x y ).

2( )

2

r x y xy if x r
y r
xyy if y r
r



   
  

(10)

The steps are as follows:

(1) Determine the size of image ( , )f x y , and obtain the value of N ;

(2) Determine the range of r and  ;

(3) Calculate order ( )nmR  using the fast recursive properties of Zernike polynomial, and calculate nmC and
nmS according to formula (8) and (9);

(4) Calculate the mould of nmC and nmS , and obtain nmZ .

EMOTIONAL SEMANTIC FEATURE REPRESENTATION AND EXTRACTION

Emotion is a special reflection of the objective world for people and is one of the attitude experiences on whether
objective things meet their needs. Affective computing is a novel research field of multidisciplinary cross, the
purpose of which is to build a harmonious human-machine environment by giving computer the ability of
recognizing, understanding and expressing people's emotions. A large number of studies have shown that different
images can arouse different emotions. And at present most processing and application of images ignores the
influence and the role of emotion. It is a new exploration and very challenging frontier subject in image processing
aspects to effectively express people's emotion. Therefore, this paper discusses the research direction of image
semantic retrieval, the purpose of which is to make computer describe and express people's emotional reactions
caused by image according to an appropriate model, use a subjective semantic word to represent the image, such as
"pleasant", "very romantic", "puzzling" etc..

Different shape, color, texture of objects can make the person produce different psychological reactions under the
action of perception. The configuration of any object can drive emotional awareness by the subject's visual review,
such as excitement, insipid, disgust, and so on. In the process of image semantic annotations, the first step is to
choose features closely related to emotion to describe the attributes of image, which is very important.

Color semantic Feature

Emotional semantic of color

A number of studies have found that color is the key feature to reflect the semantic of images. The color directly acts
on the vision and give people a particular feeling. People widely recognize that colors have the power of awaking
emotion. The symbol of color can cause people's associations, which makes the color is associated with certain
emotions. So to speak, colour has emotion. According to the tone, all the color generally can be divided into warm
colours and cool colours. For example, red, yellow, orange, and other colors tending to these colors can give people
a warm and joy feeling and are called warm color. In contrast, blue, green, white and other colors tending to these
colors can give people the feeling of quiet, pure and fresh, quietly elegant and depression, are called cool color.
Warm colour is invasive, cool colour is contracted. We take some examples to illustrate it. Red signifies warm,
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happiness, passion and dynamic, and gives people the feeling of excited and positive; Orange is a symbol of vitality
and warmth; Yellow symbolizes light, hope and wisdom; Green is a symbol of peace and vitality, gives people the
feeling of kind, quiet and comfortable; Blue symbolizes peace, wisdom and profound, give people the feeling of
pure, fresh and elegant; Purple symbolizes the profound and complicated and showily, give people sense of piety
and noble; White symbolizes purity, noble and magnanimous, give people the sense of lively and quiet; Black is a
symbol of serious, grave, terror and grief, gives people the feeling of quiet and mysterious. Saturation of different
color has different feeling for people. The impact force of the color with high purity is strong, gives people intense
visual perception, such as red and green; These colors are bright eye-catching and easy to attract people's attention;
Color with low purity is also called neutral color, gives people the sense of soft, level, such as gray and red, gray and
green, etc.. The visual impact of these colors is weak. In terms of color chromo, bright color gives people the feeling
of light and dark color gives people the feeling of heavy. The collocation of color is also has certain emotions.
Harmonic color (such as red, yellow, blue together) gives people the feeling of harmonious, pleasant and
complementary color gives people the sense of calm.

OCC emotional model

In 1988, Ortony, Clore and Collins put forward cognitive and affective evaluation model -- OCC model [26] in their
publication " Cognitive structure of emotion". It is the first structured model used in the in the field of artificial
intelligence, which provides a classification scheme on emotion and is widely used because of its easy realization by
computer. The model defines 22 basic emotions, and defines the class relations of emotion. It uses consistent
cognitive structure to express emotion, but not research emotion from the aspect of psychology [27].

The OCC model builds emotional rules to express emotion by setting some functions. Let ( , , )D p e t denote the
expected level of the object p that wants to do event e in the time t . If the event is expected to yield beneficial
results, the function value is positive. Otherwise, the function value is negative. Take "anger" as an example, let

( , , )gI p e t denotes combination of the total strength variables (e.g. expectation, implementation, approximate),
( , , )jP p e t denotes the possibility of "anger", the rule of producing "anger" is:

( , , ) 0if D p e t  ( , , ) ( ( , , ), ( , , ))j j gthen P p e t F D p e t I p e t

Where: ( )jF is the function of "anger". Although the above rule does not cause experiences of anger or rage
sensory, it can be used to trigger another rule. Therefore, let the strength of "anger" is jI , for given threshold jT :

( , , ) ( , )j jif P p e t T p t

( , , ) ( , , ) ( , )j j jthen I p e t P p e t T p t 

( , , ) 0jelse I p e t 

This rule activates the emotion of "anger". When the strength exceeds a given threshold, it can produce the emotion
of "anger". The obtained strength value is mapped into one of "anger" feelings, such as "angry" corresponding to a
moderate value, "hatred" corresponding to a high value. The construction of other emotional rules is similar to that
of the emotion of "anger".

Relationship between low-level color feature and OCC emotional model

In this paper, we summarize the relationship of color and OCC emotional model through the experimental
investigation using the Corel image database and the method of questionnaire. Investigation object relates to the
students in different grades and employees of part working unit, aging from 18 to 45 years old. Counting the results
of questionnaire, the words with the highest frequency and the corresponding relationship will be summarized and
their corresponding relations and the results are shown in table 1.

Table 1. Relationship between color and emotional words of OCC model.

Color Description of color semantic OCC semantic words

red warm, happy, romantic, passionate joy, pride
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orange warm, friendly, gentle happy
yellow bright, gentle, lively joy, relaxed
green hopeful, vigorous, fresh hopeful
cyan young, beautiful hopeful, relaxed
blue clean, quiet, cold, sad sad

purple romantic, elegant, mysterious, noble pride
white monotonous, cold, poor frustrated
gray optional, old, cold frustrated, afraid
black serious, death, terror, heavy anger, fear, hate

By this way, the extracted dominant color feature is mapped into high-level color semantic feature.

Texture Semantic Feature

Emotional semantic of texture

All images have surface texture. Different materials have different structure and give people different feeling.
Smooth Gives people the feeling of delicate; soft makes people feel warm; rough gives people a sense of old; hard
gives people a sense of strong. Different texture can produce different visual psychological effect, closely link with
people's emotions. The texture is characteristics of image which is important and difficult to describe accurately. It
has no accepted definition up to now.

By the actuation of psychology of studying visual perception of texture, Tamura et al. proposed a method to
calculate the texture attributes. These characteristics are: roughness, contrast, orientation, linear, uniformity and
concavity, which is more consistent with human perception than statistical information. Because the effect of texture
feature on emotion is not so intuitive and strong as that of color feature, texture feature did not arouse sufficient
attention. But the role of texture feature on psychology and emotion cannot be ignored due to contrast and spatial
frequency including in the texture.

Texture semantic feature extraction

In view of psychology research on the people’s visual perception of texture, we select the first three characters of
Tamura model (roughness, contrast, orientation) as texture semantic features. The following are some definitions.

DEFINITION 1. Fuzzy set: If A be a mapping of set X in the domain U to [0,1] , that is to say,
: [0,1], ( )A X x A x  , A is called fuzzy set of set X , and ( )A x is called membership function of fuzzy

set A or fuzzy membership degree of x on set A .

DEFINITION 2. Emotional variables: Be represented by a five-dimensional vector: , ( ), , ,x E x U G T  . Where:
X is the name of variables, ( )E x is the emotional value set of x , U is the domain (the space of feature extraction

of images in this paper), G is a grammar rule of generating emotional value of ( )E x and T is the semantic rule
of generating emotional membership degree.

DEFINITION 2.1. Basic emotional value set: It is the emotional value set which is indivisible in semantics.

DEFINITION 2.2. Extended emotional value set: It is the emotional value set which describes the degree of basic
emotional value.

The steps of texture semantic feature extraction are as follows:

(1) Establish the emotional value set. According to Tamura model, basic emotional value set ( )E x is:

( ) { , , , , , }E x coarse exquisite high contrast low contrast good direction bad direction    
Moreover, we construct extended emotional value set: | | }not very general｛ .
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(2) Build emotional database through the experimental investigation using the Corel image database and
the method of questionnaire. The method of investigation is same as 4.1.3.

(3) Quantize extended emotional value. Firstly, we construct the grammar rules of emotional variablesG :

<emotional expression>::==<extended emotional value>|<basic emotional value>

< extended emotional value>::==<membership variable>|<basic emotional value>

<membership variable>::==not | very | general

<basic emotional value>::== coarse | exquisite | high-contrast | low-contrast | good-direction |
bad-direction

Secondly, according to the experiment, three extended emotional values "not, very, general" were
quantified as:

( ) {1 ( ) | }e eN x T x x U  

2( ) { ( ) | }e eV x T x x U  (11)

( ) {sin( ( ) ) | }e eG x T x x U  

Where: e is basic emotional value, ( )eT x is membership degree.

(4) Use machine learning method (BP neural network in the paper), build emotional space and construct semantic
mapping: :eT V y ， ( )e E x ( i.e. semantic rule T ).

Thus, the extracted low-level texture feature is mapped into high-level texture semantic feature.

Shape Semantic Feature

Emotional semantic of shape

The shape has its own aesthetic value. Shape features of images can stimulate people to produce perceptual
knowledge. For example, the line has expressive style: vertical lines have a sense of urgency solemn and because of
direct, clear, simply, which symbolizes dignity and eternal; horizontal lines represent silence and stability because of
broad and static; slash lines have a sense of movement because of lively and energetic; circulars and ridgy curved
lines are soft, elegant, full of rhythm. Different shapes also convey different visual effects. People often give
different shapes different thoughts and feelings. For example, geometry shapes are concise, simple, clear and
indifference. Shape of ρ is stable and solemn; Shape of S is changeable and lively; Shape of C can cause centripetal
flow; Shape of □ is attention; Shape of O gives people a sense of relaxation; Shape of V is unstable; Shape of 十
is serious and silent; Organic shape is lively etc..

Shape semantic feature extraction

Shape feature extraction based on emotional semantic is relatively simple. It needn’t identify the object type from
the shape, so the requirements of shape are not strict, which only need roughly determine the line shapes or basic
region shape. This paper builds the relationship of low-level shape feature and OCC model, which makes extracted
low-level shape feature be mapped into shape semantic feature. The corresponding relationships are shown in table
2.

Table 2. Relationship between shape and emotional words of OCC model.

Shape OCC semantic words
| nervous
--- peaceful
 elegant
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S lively
C changeable
□ peaceful
○ relaxed
V fear
十 afraid

SEMANTIC-BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL

Semantic Mapping

The mapping from low-level features to semantic features is difficult because the relationship between them is
complicated. But in view of the strong ability of learning and adaptation of BP neural network, it can handle
complex mapping relations. Therefore, BP neural network is chosen for semantic mapping. The parameters are
determined as follows:

(1) Set a three-layer network (input layer, hidden layer and output layer,);

(2) The input layer is the extracted low-level features (color, texture, shape);

(3) Set the number of node of hidden layer: According to experience, we use the following formula to obtain the
number of node:

i on n n a   ( in is the number of input node, on is the number of output node, a is a count

from 1 to 10);

(4) The transfer function is:
1( )

1 xf x
e




;

(5) The training accuracy is 1 8e  , Maximum number of iterations is 600.

The training process is shown in Figure 7 and figure 8.

Figure 7. Performance curve of training error.
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Figure 8. Training state diagram.

Retrieval Mechanism of Combination of Various Features

In the process of retrieval, different image content features have different effects. Therefore, according to the feature
distance metrics which are used by retrieval of main body of color, texture and shape and in view of relative weight
of all features, we get the global feature distance measure. According to the global feature distance metric, we
calculate the arrangement of final retrieval results and return to client interface. The global feature distance metric
is:

, , , ,
overall color texture shape
q t color q t texture q t shape q tD D D D     (12)

Where: ,
overall
q tD is global distance variable, ,

color
q tD , ,

texture
q tD , ,

shape
q tD are feature distance variables of color,

texture, shape respectively,  is relative weight and obtained by experiment adjustment.

The distance of the retrieved image and the sample image D is defined as follows:

( ) ( )( , )
Tx x y yD x y

x x y y
 


  

(13)

The smaller ( , )D x y is, the more similar the retrieved image and the sample image are. x and y represent the
average value of x and y respectively.

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

This paper develops an image retrieval system based on various semantic features using Matlab. The system selects
Corel image database including 1000 JPEG images as the test image database, which contains the following types of
images: people, landscape, automobile, animal, flowers and so on. We select 45 pieces of visually similar images as
the image database to query from each category by observation. The experiment subjects included 100 university
students and 50 employers; the ages of the subjects ranged from 18 to 45 years.

In order to verify the performance of the system, we use precision to review retrieval efficiency. Precision rate and
recall rate mainly reflect the ability of the system of refusing irrelevant images. The precision rate is defined as:

       = 100%
    

the number of the retrieved relevant imagesprecision rate
the number of retrieved images



The recall rate is defined as:

      
         

100%the number of the retrieved relevant images
the number of all relevant images in the retriev al syste

r
m

ecall rate  
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In addition, we use F1-measure to evaluate the peformance of the system.

1
2 P RF
P R
 




Where, P is precision rate, R is recall rate.

Effectiveness of the proposed method is verified in this paper compared with the method of only using feature of
sub-block color. The results are shown in table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of different retrieval methods.

Image

class

Method of low-level-color-based Method of color-semantic-based Method of this paper

Recall rate Precision rate
F1

Recall

rate

Precision

rate
F1 Recall rate Precision rate F1

people 68.9% 60.2% 0.64 69.4% 62.5% 0.66 86.1% 78.3% 0.82

landscape 75.4% 69.6% 0.72 80.1% 74.3% 0.77 89.3% 82.4% 0.86

automobile 78.0% 71.3% 0.74 84.5% 78.9% 0.82 95.7% 89.1% 0.92

animal 83.4% 75.8% 0.79 89.9% 82.5% 0.86 96.2% 91.6% 0.94

flower 86.5% 77.6% 0.82 91.4% 80.9% 0.86 98.4% 93.3% 0.96

Figure 9 is retrieval results of two methods.

(a) Sample image

(b) Retrieval result based on the method of color

(c) Retrieval result based on the method of this paper

Figure 9. Comparison of the retrieval results of different methods.

Figure 10 shows the results retrieved by the system for the emotional word “hopeful” of “horse” image in corel
image database.
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From table 3, Figure 9 and 10, we can see: because the proposed method not only retrieves images from three
aspects of color, texture and shape features, but also describe and retrieve from semantic, tthe retrieval accuracy is
much higher than the method of color semantic. It achieved better experimental results.

CONCLUSIONS

Since retrieval accuracy of image retrieval system of low-level features and single semantic feature is not high and
the system cannot truly reflect the image semantic content, this paper proposes an image retrieval method based on
various semantic features (color, texture, shape), which is based on machine learning algorithm and combined
with the edge information of the image. The experimental results show that the method can effectively
describe rich semantics of images and achieves the better retrieval effect. The retrieval performance is
sTable It is very important to reduce "semantic gap" between low-level visual features and high-level
semantics.

Figure 10. Retrieval results for the emotional word “hopeful”.
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